
Pricelist update - 01/01/24

Quotation no. 661e2839c6350 - valid until 21/04/2024
We hereby present you our best offer for the following Yashi solution

YASHI 87" 16 touch interactive LIM

The ideal solution to take a step beyond the classic IWB with video
projector. Not only for digital teaching, but also for group work,
infopoint, diagnostics and visual marketing. The new 65 "4K Touch
Screen Display by Yashi offers the best standards of vision in all light
conditions, more contrast and interactive features. The System can
host two independent operating systems: Android, already integrated
in the display and Windows with the addition of the OPS PC.

The picture is to be considered purely indicative: it can change without notice.

Configuration Price per unit Qty Total

LY1087 YASHI 87" 16 touch interactive LIM 799,00 1 799,00 €

- 92" 16:10 panel - Multitouch 16 touch - IR technology - Use with pointers, pens and finger -
PET surface and aluminium frame - USB 2.0 Interface - TeachInfinity educational software -
Compatibile with Windows, Linux Ubuntu 12.10 and Mac Os X Yosemite

Total: €799,00

Total VAT included: €799,00
Delivery, installation and configuration excluded

Basic configuration specifications
Tecnology Methods: Infrared Active Area Size: 92" Surface: Surface Anti-glare and scratch Touch Systems: Finger, opaqe object Resolution: 44500 x 44500 Rate:
5ms Frontal interface to computer: USB 2.0 Dimension: 2.110 x 1.259 x 34 mm Accessories: Pointer 3x Pens Eraser Operating System: Management software
Easy to use English language compatible with Windows XP, Windows 7, Ubuntu and Mac Support for wall mounting: Support base included Support with bracket
for projector (single piece) optional Certificates: FCC, CE, ROHS, IEC and ISO 9001 Warranty: 2 years on-center 

The prices indicated are to be considered valid until further notice or until the publication of new price lists. The prices charged will be those in effect at the time the order is accepted.
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